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Knowing what to do and when to do it.

We’ve seen it again and again offshore: one bad decision can make 

all the difference. Once the cascade of emergencies begins, stress builds, 

and the likelihood of more bad decisions 

multiplies. Leadership and team coherence 

are crucial to preventing small emergencies 

from becoming overwhelming ones.

The maritime environment

 Offshore installations, like seagoing 

vessels, operate in semi-isolation and 

at the whim of wind and waves. The 

maritime environment is like no other, and the skills required to operate 

here are specialized indeed.  The maritime professionals at Darley 

Consulting know those skills inside and out—and now bring them to OIMs 

and their colleagues both offshore and on.

DCI maritime professionals/trainers OIMs/Shipmasters

Proven leaders, in peace and in war Lead the entire crew

Seasoned mariners Work in a maritime environment

Damage-control experts Expected to control damage to the rig

Team specialists       Coordinate the rig’s many teams

Understand engineering plants         Oversee engineering plants
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A leader 

is one who 

knows the way, 

goes the way, 

and shows  

the way.  

John Maxwell



Proven leaders, in peace and in war

Most OIMs receive extensive management training, and well they should. But 

maritime leaders are trained in leadership.

 Management is about processes. Leadership is about people.

 When emergencies threaten, your OIM must lead, not simply manage. 

Leadership is an influencing process that depends on the relationship 

between the leader and his subordinates. 

The leader and his crew must work together 

cohesively, safely, ethically and with a 

unified purpose.

 Darley Consulting offers in-house leadership training tailored to your 

needs. Courses—typically one to four days—are available in:

Management 

is about 

processes. 

Leadership is 

about people. 
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Dignate 

nissendis 

molorepro core 

hentur sum in 

custiorpore natur 

rem explaborum 

reselige.

• Command leadership

• Basic leadership

• First-level leaders

• Supervisory skills

• Counseling evaluations

• Destructive leadership

• Communication skills

• Ethics

• OIM and CFR 33

• Decision making

• Conflict resolution

• Common supervisory 
mistakes



Seasoned mariners

Our consultants are seasoned mariners with extensive command 

experience. We were trained by the U.S. military in leadership skills, and we 

internalized them. Therefore, even when we were tired, wet and scared, we 

could call on these skills to lead our teams to complete their missions. We 

can do the same for your leaders.

 Onboard training audit

 We often begin our assignment with 

an onboard training audit to verify the 

competence of your offshore personnel. We deliver a confidential report of 

our findings, along with recommendations for improvement.

 Darley Consulting audits these functions:

Dignate nissendis 

molorepro core 

hentur sum in 

custiorpore natur 

rem explaborum 

reselige.

Building 

competence 

and confidence 

in a maritime 

environment.
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• Command cadre 

(emergency-management 

team)

• Fire and rescue team

• Helideck team

• Man-overboard  

boat team

• Lifeboat team

• First-aid team

• Communications



When emergencies rear their heads, it’s never simple. Minimizing the 

damage means keeping a cool head, being decisive, communicating clearly 

and eliciting cooperation from others.

 Major-emergency management

 Major-emergency management (MEM) is the cornerstone of our training. 

Leadership-intensive, it induces stress at high levels, realistically mimicking 

actual emergencies at sea. We teach individual communication skills, as well 

as personal command abilities, testing them again and again throughout the 

week-long course.

Damage-control experts

 IADC-accredited, MEM teaches not only the best 

emergency tactics, but also the art of command at sea, enabling participants to 

mitigate any emergency they encounter. We build confident leaders who will take 

decisive action on behalf of their crew and rig.

Exercise scenarios include:

 Each candidate must master three levels of emergencies:

 Level A: laundry fire; galley fire

 Level B: helicopter crash on deck; terrorist attack

 Level C: blowout; high-impact collision (large-scale loss of life,  
             abandonment or capsize)

Dignate nissendis 

molorepro core 

hentur sum in 

custiorpore natur 

rem explaborum 

reselige.

Minimizing harm 

to people and 

equipment.
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• Blowout

• Helicopter crash

• Terrorist strike

• Class Bravo fire

•  Abandonment

• H2S

• Electrical fire

• Subsea pipeline failure

• Collision



Dignate 

nissendis 

molorepro 

core hentur 

sum in 

custiorpore 

natur rem 

explaborum 

reselige.
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Team specialists

Leading  

your team to 

success!

All of us at Darley Consulting have led teams at sea for decades. We 

understand team dynamics and the role of leaders—especially in the maritime 

environment.

 Command-center training

 Command-center personnel are the 

first point of contact at the onset of any 

emergency. They must have the training 

and skills to:

• Understand the nature and ramifications of the emergency

• Provide immediate guidance to the offshore command team

• Dispatch swift support to the affected asset

 Of course, no two emergencies are ever the same. 

Command-center personnel often must coordinate a 

suitable response on the fly, under extreme stress, based 

on their experience and available resources. 

 Using emergency-management theory and simulated exercises, Darley 

Consulting teaches these skills as three vital tasks:

• Communication

• Command and control

• Coordination and documentation



Understands engineering plants

Dignate nissendis 

molorepro core 

hentur sum in 

custiorpore natur 

rem explaborum 

reselige.

Keeping 

maritime 

engineering 

plants 
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Seagoing and offshore vessels worldwide operate as small cities, with 

complex engineering plants. The maritime setting is like no other. Our experience 

in this demanding environment enables us to coach your personnel in its 

intricacies—even under the extreme stress of an emergency.

 Incident Command System

 The Incident Command System (ICS) is a standardized, “first on scene,” 

all-hazard management concept. Originally designed for U.S. emergency-

management agencies, it has since been adopted by agencies in other countries. 

 The ICS immediately establishes a flexible, scalable response organization 

with a common framework, enabling diverse groups of people to work together 

effectively. Standard response and operating procedures reduce the problems 

and miscommunication that typically occur in a large-scale 

emergency response.

 Darley Consulting conducts ICS training according to the 

standards established by the U.S. Federal Emergency Management 

Agency (FEMA). We also provide highly qualified watch-standers for 

positions in corporate, city, state or federal command centers.

 We will custom-design your ICS training to your requirements, using 

these four courses as the foundation:

• Introduction to Incident Command System

• ICS for single-resource/initial response

• National Incident Management System (NIMS)

• National Response Framework



Leadership is 

the capacity 

to translate 

vision into 

reality.

Warren Bennis 
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We are all born with certain leadership abilities and strengths. However, 

they must be honed and perfected through capable instruction combined with 

hands-on, experiential learning. This is especially true in a crisis.

 Darley Consulting teaches these skills—at a very high level. Then we put them 

into actual practice, repeatedly, in our simulator.

 Every person who comes through our training brings experience and 

professionalism. Our role is to focus that experience and professionalism on a 

crisis situation, practicing leadership skills until they are a part of that person, 

just as they are a part of us.

 The leadership skills we teach are universal, easily crossing all cultural 

barriers. Most important, they work in all crisis situations. With 

them, your people will go home safe.

  We welcome your questions.

Know that your people will go home safe.


